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DETONATION CELL RIDTHS IN HYDROGEN-AIR-DILUENT MIXTURES

Douglas W. Stamps

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

In this paper I report on the influence of steam and carbon

dioxide on the detonability of hydrogen-air mixtures. Data were

obtained on the detonation cell width in a heated detonation tube

that is 0,43 m in diameter and 13.1 m long. The detonation cell

widths were correlated using a characteristic length calculated

from a chemical kinetic model. The addition of either diluent to

a hydrogen-air mixture increased the cell width for all

equivalence ratios. For equal diluent concentrations, however,

carbon dioxide not only yielded larger increases in the cell

width than steam, but its efficacy relative to steam was

predicted to increase with increasing concentration. The range

of detonable hydrogen concentrations in a hydrogen-air mixture

initially at 1 atm pressure was found to be between 11.6 percent

and 74.9 percent for mixtures at 20°C and 9.4 percent and 76.9

percent for mixtures at 100°C. The detonation limit was between

38.8 percent and 40.5 percent steam for a stoichiometric

hydrogen-air-steam mixture initially at 100°C and 1 atm.



INTRODUCTION

In the event of a hypothetical severe reactor accident,

hydrogen will be produced if the core material oxidizes. Steam

will be present when hydrogen isreleased from the primary system

and carbon dioxide and steam can be generated during molten core-

concrete interactions' Depending on the relative concentrations

of hydrogen, air, and diluents, and the mixture temperature and

pressure, a combustible mixture may form. Information on the

detonation cell width for hydrogen-air-diluent mixtures at

different thermodynamic states allows the likelihood of a

detonation to be estimated for these combustible mixtures.

A limited number of studies have been performed to show the

effect of steam and carbon dioxide dilution on hydrogen

detonations. Moen et. al. [I] showed that C02 was effective in

increasing the critical tube diameter of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures

even though relatively small amounts of the diluent were added.

Carbon dioxide was the most effective detonation inhibitor when

compared to the other diluents they tested. Kumar [2] examined _

the effect of steam and CO 2 on stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen-

helium mixtures at 1 atm initial pressure and an initial

temperature between 22°c and 80°c. He observed that the cell

widths of mixtures diluted with steam were smaller than the same

mixtures diluted with carbon dioxide.



Lee at. al. [3] showed the effect of CO 2 on hydrogen-air

detonations. Their results cover a wide range of hydrogen-air

mixtures atroOm temperature and atmospheric pressure with up t°

15 Percent CO 2 dilution. Tieszen at. al. [4] extended the

results of Lee et. al. [3] for CO 2 dilution to larger cell widths

using their larger experimental facility. Additionally, Tieszen

at. al. were the first to report the effect of steam on hydrogen-
L

air detonations. The condition of these hydrogen-air-steam

mixtures is an initial temperature of nominally 100°C and an

initial air partial pressure of 1 atm corresponding to a fixed

air density of 41.6 moles/m 3. This condition was chosen to

simulate the addition of hydrogen and steam due to a release from

the reactor pressure vessel to air in the containment at

atmospheric pressure. For all mixtures tested, the addition of a

diluent increasedthe detonation cell width. Because they

conducted tests in mixtures at different thermodynamic states, no

direct comparison of the effectiveness of the two diluents were

made.

The purpose of this study is to show the influence of steam

and carbon dioxide on the detonation cell width of hydrogen-ai_

mixtures The experiments were performed at the same

thermodynamic state to make a direct comparison between the two

diluents. Additionally, the detonation .limits were obtained for
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hydrogen-air mixtures at 20°C and 100°C and for stoichiometric

hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at 100°C.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The heated detonation tube used to obtain the detonation cell

width data is 0.43 m in diameter and 13.1 m long. The

temperature of the tube was elevated to a maximum temperature of

I16°C by resistive heaters on the surface of the tube. The tube

has been approvedto operate with detonation pressures up to 3.1

MPa. Details of the apparatus are given by Tieszen et. al. [5].

Prior to an experiment, an aluminum sheet 3.66 m long by 1.22

m wide that was used to record the detonation cell width had a

thin layer of soot applied uniformly on the surface. This sheet i

was formed into a cylinder to line the terminal end of the tube.

A planar charge of up to Ii0 gm of high explosive was used to

initiate the detonation directly and was placed in the tube at

the opposite end of the aluminum sheet.

Initially the tube was evacuated to approximately 3 mm Hg

before gases were introduced. Dry air was added first followed

by hydrogen and either steam or carbon dioxide if the mixtures

were diluted. Gases were introduced slowly for uniform mixing.

The mixture in the tube was continuously circulated during the

introduction of new gases. The final mixture was recirculated
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for a change of two to three tube volumes to provide additional

mixing. After each gas was added, the gas temperature was

recorded using a K-type thermocouple wit_ a standard deviation of

±I°C. Additionally, the gas mixture pressure was measured by one

of two types of pressure gauges: a Wallace and Tiernan 0-80c_ mm

Hg absolute gauge with an uncertainty of ±0.5 mm Hg or a Wallace

and Tiernan 0-50 psia gauge with an uncertainty of ±0.04 psia.

These measurements were used to calculate hydrogen and diluent

, sconcentratlon,, based on the method of partial pressures

Typically the uncertainty in the equivalence ratio is less than

±4%.

After the detonation was initiated with the high explosive,

the detonation propagated down the tube and the detonation

cellular tracks were recorded on the sooted sheet. I use the

method of selecting high-contrast long-running parallel lines to

measure the detonation cell width, A, and estimate a stLlndard

deviation of 0.13 I for the data. Detonation time-of-arrival was

measured by up to 12 fast response quartz piezoelectric pressure

transducers (either PCB Model I13A20 or Kistler Model 211B3)

spaced approximately uniformly along the length of the tube. The

detonation velocity was determined from the slope of the time-of-

arrival measurements and a standard statistical package was used

to obtain a linear regression fit of the data. A self-sustalned

wave wa_ checked by verifying a constant detonation velocity

along the latter I0 m of the detonation tube_ Pressure
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transducer output was recorded by six Tektronix 7612D transient

digitizers, each with two data channels recording at typically 1

#s/sample at the leading edge of the detonation.

MODEL

The chemical kinetics model used to correlate the cell width

data is based on the Zeldovich-von Neumann-Doering (ZND) model of

a detonation. According to the ZND model, the gas mixture
d

temperature and pressure are raised to the von Neumann state by a

one-dimensional shock wave traveling at the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)

velocity. The post-shock state becomes the initial conditions

for the chemical reactions. Energy release for the reacting

hydrogen-air mixtures diluted with steam or CO 2 is controlled by

a chemical kinetic model composed of 23 reactions and ii species.

As the heat is released, the velocity of the gaseous products

increases eventually to the final CJ velocity. A characteristic

length corresponding to the location where the gaseous products'

velocity reaches a Mach number of 0.7.5 was used previously by

Tieszen et. al. [4] to successfully correlate hydrogen-air-

diluent data with experimental conditions similar to the present

study. In their study, a proportionality factor of 22 was used

to relate a characteristic length of heat release to the

experimental detonation cell width. This value was also used in

my calculations. A detailed discussion of the mode ! was given by

Shepherd [6].



Clearly, the one-dimensional ZND model cannot predict the

three-dimensional cellular structure in a detonation. Nor does

the chemical kinetic model include potentially important gas

dynamio effects. The model does, however, yield a characteristic

length for heat releasebased on chemical kinetics that has been

previously used to successfully correlate cellsize data,

critical tube diameter data, and critical initiation energy for a

wide range of fuels, diluents, and equivalence ratios. The

information obtained from this model is useful in correlating and

interpretating data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detonation cell widths for hydrogen-air mixtures at 20°C

and 1 atm diluted with CO 2 are shown in Fig. i. The addition of

carbon dioxide increased the cell width for all mixtures. The

continuous lines represent the model calculations. The cell

width was smallest for the stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture

and increased as the hydrogen concentration was reduced until

Tieszen et. al. [4] observed the onset of single-head spin at

approximately 13.5% H 2.

This study showed that single-head spin persisted down to a

hydrogeD concentration of 11.6%. The detonation failed at 11.4%

H 2. For hydrogen-rich mixtures, single-head spin began at 70.4%



H 2 and continued up to 74.9_ H 2. The detonation failed at 75.9%

H 2. Detonatio_ failure in this report means that a constantly

decreasing velocity was recorded down the length of the tube and

no single-head spin structure was recorded on the smoked foil.

Bunev [7] and Desoet, [8] reported flammability limits between

74% and 75% hydrogen for hydrogen-air mixtures at approximately

20°C and 1 atm.

The cell width increased with CO 2 dilution for all m_xtures

at lOO°C and 1 atm as shown in Fig. 2. For example, the addition

of ]0% and 20% CO 2 to a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture

increased the cell width by factors of 4.6 and 34.3,

respectively, compared to no dilution. For fuel-lean mixtures,

the detonability limit, e.g. the concentration at which

detonation failure occurs, was between 9.4% and 8.8% H 2. The

detonability limit was between 76.9% and 77.9% for fuel-rich

mixtures. The range of detonable concentrations widened by

approximately 4% H2 as the temperature increased by 80°C. Bunev

[7], Desoete [8], and Kumar [9] reported flammability limits

between 76.7% and 77.4% hydrogen for hydrogen-air mixtures at

approximately 100°C and 1 atm.

The addition of steam to hydrogen-air mixtures at IO0°C and 1

atm also increased the cell width as shown in Fig. 3. For

example, by adding 10%, 20%, al_d 30% steam to stoichiometric

mixtures, the cell width increased by factors of 4, 23.6, and
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92.8, respectively, compared to no dilution. The detonability

limit was between 38.8% and 40.5% steam for a stoichiometric

hydrogen-air-steam mixture. Since the mixtures shown in Figs. 2

and 3 are at the same temperature and pressure, a direct

comparison can be made of the effectiveness of carbon dioxide and

steam as an inhibitor of a detonation. For stoichiometric

mixtures, the addition of 10% and 20% diluent increased the cell
i

width by factors of 4.6 and 34.3 for CO 2 while only 4 and 23.6

for steam. From a comparison of the data, carbon dioxide was not

only a better inhibitor of a detonation than steam, but its

effectiveness was predicted to increase relative to steam with

increasing concentration.

A comparison of hydrogen-air-diluent data is shown in Table

i. By comparing the first two columns, the effect of temperature

on the cell width of hydrogen-air-carbon dioxide mixtures is

illustrated. For all mixtures, the cell width decreased as the

temperature increases. Stamps and Tieszen [I0] discussed the

effect of temperature on hydrogen-air-diluent mixtures in detail.

A comparison of the last two columns show that mixtures diluted

with carbon dioxide instead of an equal amount of steam generally

have larger cell widths. This shows carbon dioxide was a better

inhibitor of a detonation than steam.

The increase in cell width as a function of steam dilution is

shown in Fig. 4 for hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at 100°C and an
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air partial pressure of 1 atm (air density = 41.6 moles/m3). The

collected data in Figs. 1-4 cover a wide range of conditions that

may exist in a postulated severe reactor accident. The data,

along with interpolations based on the model, provide a basis to
f

estimate the likelihood of a detonation if combustible m_xtures

form.

CONCLUSIONS

Adding Steam or carbon dioxide to hydrogen-air mixtures

increasedthe detonation cell width. Although both diluents were

inhibitors of a detonation, carbon dioxide was more effective

than steam. Additionally, the ability of carbon dioxide to

increase the cell width relative to steam was predicted to

increase with increasing concentration. The hydrogen-air-carbon

dioxide cell widths decreased as thetemperature increased for

all mixtures tested.

The range of detonable concentrations in this apparatus was

1]..6%-74.9% H 2 and 9.4%-76.9% H 2 for hydrogen-air mixtures at

20°C and 100°C, respectively, and 1 atm. The increase in the

range by 4% H 2 as the temperature increased by 80°C demonstrates

the important effect of temperature. The detonability limit for

fuel-rich hydrogen-air mixtures is nominally at the flammability

limit at both 20°C and 100°C. The detonability limit for
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stoichiometric hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at 100°C and 1 atm was
l

between 38.8% and 40.5% steam.
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Condition Cell Width (mm)

Carbon Dioxide Carbon Dioxide Steam

(298 K, 1 atm) (373 K, 1 atm) (373 K, 1 atm)

@=I. 0, XD=0.05 21 + 20 + 20

@=0.5, XD=0. i0 NA 1219 470 _

@=0.61, XD=0.10 215 + 152 + 184
@=i.0, XD=0.10 43 + 32 + 28 +

@=2.0, XD=0. i0 235# 52 + 42

• =i. 0, XD=0.15 160# 125 + 50
• =0.84, XD=0.20 NA 38] 250

_=i. 0, XD=0.20 460 + 240 + 165 +

NA - Not Available

+ - From Reference [i0]

# - From Reference [3]

Table 1 Comparison of hydrogen-air-diluent data at different
conditions
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Figure 1 The effect of carbon dioxide dilution on the
detonation cell width as a function of the

equivalence ratio for hydrogen-air-carbon
dioxide mixtures at 20°C initial temperature and

1 atm initial pressure (adapted from [4]). Open

and closed symbols are McGill data and Sandia

data, respectively, from [4]. Half-closed

symbols are data from the present study.
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Figure 2 The effect of carbon dioxide dilution on the
detonation cell width as a function of the
equivalence ratio for hydrogen-air-carbon
dioxide mixtures at 100°C initial temperature
and 1 atm initial pressure.
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Figure 3 The effect of steam dilution on the detonation
cell width as a function of the equivalence
ratio for hydrogen-air.-steammixtures at 100°C
initial temperature and 1 atm initial pressure.
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Figure 4 The effect of steam dilution on the detonation
cell width as a function of the equivalence
ratio for hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at I00°C
initial temperature and an air density of 41.6
moles/m 3 (adapted from [4]). Open and clo£ed
symbols are data from [4] and the present study,
respectively.
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